Chapter One: The First of the Noble Warriors

There once lived a young boy, who lived in a young village, in a very young world. This boy's name was Gringham. The world he lived in had just been created by a goddess that everyone knew as Rubis. Rubis was supposed to be vaunted "Protector of the World." If she was so powerful, how come she didn't prevent his best friend Ramias from dying, a month ago? Gringham was still a nervous wreck, and still couldn't get over the death of his colleague. His mother suggested that he go seek the Priestess of Rubis at the village temple. When Gringham arrived at the village temple, he saw the priestess lying dead on the granite floor. Her robes were torn up, her stave snapped in two, and she had a big black gash across her chest, just like the one Ramias had, when he was found dead. Gringham got enraged. But just then some soldiers rushed in and saw the priestess dead on the ground. They arrested him for her murder.

Gtingham was brought to trial before the queen. She convicted him of the murder of Ramias and the Priestess Celeste. He kept pleading innocent. But eventually the queen sentenced him to lifetime in a prison in the deepest, darkest dungeon in the world. And when Gringham still refused to plead guilty, the queen proclaimed that Gringham's parents and his sister Cevas would be executed. Gringham would stay to watch the execution, then be shipped away.

Gtingham painfully watched his mother, father and finally his little sister Cevas being beheaded at the hands of the chief soldier, Akbar. Then he was thrown in the dungeon, where he would serve the rest of his life. No light, no food, and only a small stream to drink from for the rest of his short life. But luckily for Gringham, someone took pity on him.

A big man name Orgo came to his rescue (Orgo joins the party!). Orgo was later to be nicknamed "the Ogre" because of his large size. But of course there were no such things as ogres at this point and time. Orgo came to help him because he believed, that Gringham was the first of the Noble Warriors. When Gringham told him why he was down here, he came to a conclusion that Ramias and Celeste must have been Noble Warriors too. He had brought him his whip from home as well as a sword, Ramias' father had made for him. His father apparently wanted Gringham to have the sword because he thought he was innocent. Gringham was well equipped for the journey Orgo was about to take him on. But Orgo he saw was well prepared too, he had a good looking set of armour, much better than his. But that was the beginning of Gringham's adventures with Orgo. When he got out of the cave, he found he had brought his friend Zenith with him. She was probably Gringham's best ALIVE friend (Zenith joins the party!). So Gringham, Zenith and Orgo set out across the world to search for the meaning of all what had happened.
Chapter Two: Search for the God-Stone

Gringham, Orgo and Zenith journeyed far and wide across the young world. One day they discovered a small furry reptilian creature with large fangs. It had jewelled collar that read the name, "Orihalcon." Orihalcon nuzzled against Zenith. Orihalcon seem to have taken a liking to Zenith so they all agreed it take it with them (Orihalcon joins the party!). The four of them trekked on until they found to their surprise, a TOWN! The town was named Lifecod. When they entered the town they found citizens in the middle of a ceremony. One man told them they were praising the "Ultimate Goddess." Gringham figured he was referring to Rubis. While Zenith, Gringham, and Orihalcon relaxed at the town inn, Orgo went to get some information.

Everytime Orgo asked about the ultimate goddess he was pointed in the direction of the elder's house. Finally Orgo decided to go there, despite the fact he hated people in positions of power because he always said or did something stupid around them. Orgo knocked on the door of the Elder's house. A woman came to the door and invited him in. Orgo sat at the kitchen table with the Elder and his wife and explained how he and his friends were travellers. The Elder explained to him that they were having a festival honouring the ultimate goddess, Zenith. Orgo was surprised and told him that Zenith was travelling with him. The Elder was amazed and proclaimed that he wished to meet his companions at once. Zenith, Gringham and Orihalcon were summoned to the Elder's house.

To make a long story short, the five of them talked and agreed to let Zenith live in Lifecod while Orgo, Gringham and Orihalcon continued journeying. Before they left the Elder told Gringham about something called the God-Stone that would allow them to contact Rubis. So Orgo, Gringham and Orihalcon set out to the "Tower of God."

When they arrived at the Tower of God they ascended right away. They were attacked numerous by times monsters that they'd never encountered before. These were creations of evil. This was first encounter anyone had had with there foes. Ghosts, Goblins, Ogres, Demons etc. Eventually they were cornered by a large group near the top of the tower. Suddenly the leader of the monsters appeared. It introduced itself as Dream, king of the evil. It waved it's hands and knocked the three unconscious.

When they regained consciousness they found themselves on top of the tower. In front of them stood a women robed in white. She spoke softly to them. Orgo figured out and identified that she was Rubis, protector of the world. Gringham immediately questioned Rubis about Ramias and Celeste. She told him that the being that killed was a mystery to even her. She told him that she had done everything she could but it was beyond her power. Rubis then produced five rocks out of her robe. She told them that one of them was the God-Stone and the rest were fakes. There was a golden stone, a jeweled stone, a black stone, a glowing white stone and a normal greyish stone. Orgo said that Gringham should choose. But just as Gringham was reaching for the glowing white stone, Orihalcon jumped up and grabbed the grey stone in it's mouth. Rubis said they had chose wisely, for that was the God-Stone. Then she disappeared.
Chapter Three: Death of Orgo and the Helmet of Cevas

Gtingham, Orgo, and Orihalcon awoke lying in a puddle of blood. They awoke to a loud cackling laugh. They looked up, in front of them was Dream, the king of the evil, that they had met in the Tower of God. Dream laughed at them how they thought they could get away, merely by getting help by the pitiful child, Rubis. Gtingham got up to strike Dream. But it just laughed and made made Gtingham fly 20 feet in the opposite direction. Dream then said that its quest was to destroy all of the "noble warriors." Dream summoned an ogre out of the darkness. Dream chuckled to Orgo and said that it wanted to see who would win in a battle, an Ogre or an Orgo.

The Ogre came rushing at Orgo, but he quickly jumped to the side and the ogre went crashing into the wall. Luckily Orgo was much smarter. But even with his great armour, and his mighty lance, he was no match for the club of teh ferocious ogre. After a few minutes of fighting, Orgo was lying on the ground, crying for mercy. But Dream had no compassion whatsoever, it yelled to the ogre to finish him off. So the ogre's club came crashing down one more time, Gtingham looked away. When he looked back, Orgo was dead (Alas, brave Orgo hath died). Gtingham cried, and cried. But finally after being held back by Gtingham during the whole fight, Orihalcon jumped on the ogre while it's back was turned and ripped out his spine. Dream suspended the ogre and threw Orihalcon back to where Gtingham still lay crying.

For punishment Dream had one of Orihalcon's fangs removed. It said to Gtingham that it was done playing with him, and Dream had Gtingham and Orihalcon sent to it's sister, Shioun. They fell blacked out and remembered no more. When they awoke they were sitting in front of a woman clad in black. She said her name was Shioun, sister of Dream. She told Gtingham she was happy with him because he had found her lost pet, Orihalcon. She took Orihalcon from him, but in return she said she would give him something. Gtingham asked what it was, but she just ignored him and left the room. When she returned, she was carrying Orgo's armour in one hand, and a strange helm in the other hand.

She gave Gtingham the armour, saying it was his. But also she proclaimed that she would pass on the "Helmet of Cevas" to him. After looking at it for a while, he recognized it as the helmet his sister had made with his help. He asked her where she got it from but she just acted like she didn't here him and teleported away with Orihalcon. When Gtingham looked around, to his dismay, he was in the dungeon that he escaped from. He was back where he had began.
Chapter Four: The Celestial Armaments

Gringham sat in his gloomy cell thinking about his family, his friends and his messed up life. He despised Dream, he disliked Shioun, he even hated Rubis. Gringham hated life, he wanted to die. Gringham took out his whip and bound his feet together. He drew Ramias’ Sword and aimed it at his neck just as he was about to thrust a voice called at him to stop. But it was too late, he didn't hear soon enough and thrust the sword into his neck, killing himself instantly.

From the darkness emerged Zenith crying out and yelling at Gringham. She was sad and enraged at the same time. Sad because she had lost her best friend, and enraged because she thought she could have stopped him. It seems word travelled fast and Zenith had heard of Orgo's and since Gringham hadn't came back she decided to go to the one place in the world where he was welcome, in the dungeon. She was still sobbing when three shadowy figures appeared from the darkness. She didn't notice them until they were right beside her. She couldn't see very well do to the darkness, but she could tell it was Ramias, Celeste and Orgo. Half crying and half smiling she came to talk to them.

Celeste spoke softly to her for awhile explaining that she had come to Zenith to give her the “celestial armaments.” Celeste was given the Celestial Armour, the Celestial Shield, the Celestial Helm, and the Celestial Sword. Orgo also placed the God-Stone on Gringham's chest and he arose.

When Gringham was fully awake Ramias explained to them that the three of them and Rubis had gone to Dream's Castle and had turned him to stone. He also explained that Shioun teleported away with Orihalcon. Then Ramias, Orgo and Celeste bade the farewell and started to walk away. Just as they were leaving Orgo said that Shioun supposedly lives far away in some hidden tower. After they left Zenith decided they should go back to Lifecod and get some rest then decide what to do.
Chapter Five: Zenith, the Master Smith!

When Gringham and Zenith arrived in Lifecod a big crowd was waiting for them. They were hailing Zenith for being the "Ultimate Goddess" and the "World's Hero" and strangely enough, they were also calling her "Master Smith." When Gringham asked Zenith what the "Master Smith" thing meant, she told him to follow her. Zenith led Gringham into her hut, which had now grown into a semi-palace. She led him into the armoury had the back and showed him what she had crafted. She called them the Zenithian Sword, the Zenithian Armour, the Zenithian Shield and the Zenithian Helm. She took off the Celestial Armaments and placed them on the rack where the Zenithian gear had been. She donned the gear and took Gringhmam by the arm and ran outside.

Now anyone looking at them would of thought they were the world's bravest warriors. Gringham had Orgo's Armour on (one size fits all), Ramias' sword in it's sheath at his belt, Cevas' helmet on his head, and his own whip coiled around his shoulder. And Zenith of course was wearing the Zenithian gear. Zenith told the village elder that she and Gringham, would be going back home to avenge Gringham's family and that she would be returning soon.

The elder knew about Gringham's trouble back in the city so he sent some soldiers with them for protection. When they got to the village the soldiers stayed back while Gringham and Zenith rushed in. They were arrested and taken to Akbar. Akbar took them to the Queen and they decided to have the two of them executed. Thats when the soldiers barged it. Akbar fled in fear and was never seen again. But thats how the war between the villages begun.

The soldiers were fighting each through the streets as citizens ran screaming to their homes. Zenith and Gringham were cornered by four of the city's best soldiers. And they were losing the fight. Then suddenly there was a flash of gold and the four soldiers lay on the ground. Before them stood a fair looking man, clad in gold. Zenith and Gringham thanked him for saving their lives. He introduced himself as Golden II (*author's note: pronounced Golden Two)

To Be Continued...